Get a JUMP-START on ADVISING!

Faculty want to help you get your BEST START with these helpful hints.

Summer classes at University Park fill quickly with students coming home from their other schools. Register early for your best selection of classes!

16-Week Classes: Morning? Afternoon? Evening? MWF or TTh?

When is your learning capability at its best? Early morning? After 3 pm? Learning takes concentration and focus. Think about how you are as a learner, and create a schedule that maximizes your abilities for success!

Online Classes

- Rigorous content, homework, exams, and quizzes are done online
- Course content requires dependable Internet, online reading and time online
- Exams must be taken in a proctored location like our campus Assessment Center or a center at another campus or library.
- Perfect for students who like to learn independently and who read well

Hybrid Classes

- Combination of faculty-led instruction and online learning
- Perfect for students who can learn independently but would benefit from regular face-to-face contact with an instructor and classmates

Summer Classes, Fast Track Classes, Mini-semester classes

- All classes cover the same material as Fall and Spring semesters, but these classes are taught with an accelerated pace.
- Plan to spend between 4 – 10 hours per week to study and complete homework.
- Students who failed the class before should carefully consider the speed & time
- Math students tend to do better in summer because they are immersed.

Note: If you pre-register but withdraw or make a grade of IP or F in your current class, it is your responsibility to drop the class you pre-registered for and re-take your current class. Pre-requisites are checked and enforced immediately before classes start.

College vs. Job Responsibilities

Full Time load:

- Mini-semester – one course
- Summer I & Summer II – two courses
- Fall Semester (Aug-Dec) & Spring Semester (Jan-May) - four courses

Balance your time! Recommendations:

- 40 hour job – attempt one class
- 30 hour job – attempt two classes
- 20 hour job – attempt three classes

Register at My.LoneStar.edu

http://lonestar.edu/registration.htm

More Information:

UPAdvising@lonestar.edu
281-401-5370